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Abstract 
GDP is frequently used as a way of national evaluations, as well as a way of 
measuring economic progress. This paper analyses a combination of time se-
ries models that are both linear and non-linear in making forecast of Ghana’s 
GDP. Ghana’s GDP current prices data from 1980 to 2019 were used in the 
analysis. Based on the AIC values, the best model was determined to be 
ARIMA (2, 2, 2) in modeling our data, except that it is heteroscedastic. The 
combination with non-linear GARCH (1, 1) model is used to capture these 
variances over time. The diagnostics test further shows that the presented 
model is stable and quite reliable. The results of the study reveal that the GDP 
of Ghana will continue to increase for the next 10 years and this goes to show 
that the nation is moving forward. 
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1. Introduction 

GDP is frequently used as a way of national evaluations, as well as a way of 
measuring economic progress. It is widely regarded as the most effective statis-
tical indicator of national development and progress in the world [1]. The term 
“Gross Domestic Product” (GDP) refers to the total monetary worth of all final 
goods and services produced (and sold on the market) within a country over a 
given timeframe [2]. GDP also forms a major part when calculating the human 
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development index of a particular country, which is used as yardstick for mea-
suring the development of a country [3]. If GDP is increasing, the state of the 
economy is strong and the nation is progressing. Alternatively, if GDP declines, 
the economy could be in difficulty, and the country could lose progress [4]. 
Since Ghana in 2019 was predicted to have the fastest growing economy in the 
world, with words like “skyrocketing” being used to describe its expansion [5] 
[6], the future direction of Ghana’s economic growth has become a hotly de-
bated topic among legislators and researchers alike. 

As a result of the extensive practical significance of forecasting, a broad diver-
sity of various forecasting methods has gradually come into existence, with time 
series models being widely used especially for GDP [7]. ARIMA models and ex-
ponential smoothing methods are two well-known examples of methods for 
predicting specific time series [8]. Using the Box-Jenkins method, Asenso et al. 
(2017) forecasted Ghana’s GDP for the period 2015-2020 using the ARIMA (0, 1, 
0) model. Their study was based on GDP data from 1970 to 2014 and hig-
hlighted that foreign factors have a significant impact on Ghana’s GDP [9]. 
Zhou et al. (2014) used ARIMA/GARCH method in modeling and predicting 
network traffic. They showed that the model could capture prominent traffic 
characteristics such as long-range dependence (LRD) and self-similarity, not 
only in large time scale but also in small time scale. They also concluded that the 
model had better prediction accuracy when compared with existing FARIMA 
model [10]. Another significant prediction research work was introduced by 
Higgins et al. (2016) in the case of China. They proposed a benchmark model to 
make forecast of China’s macroeconomy, using Bayesian vector autoregression 
(BVAR) approach, particularly growth in GDP and inflation in the consumer 
price index (CPI), which demonstrates the ability to predict turning moments 
and can be used to analyze policy in a variety of scenarios, allowing density 
forecasts to be created as well as point forecasts. They concluded that when the 
root mean square errors are taken into account, their model outperforms dozens 
of competing models, particularly over long-run forecast horizons [11]. As in 
[10], Tran et al. (2015) also applied a multiplicative seasonal ARIMA/GARCH 
model in predicting the traffic of mobile communication network operation in 
Vietnam. According to them, the model can be considered as flexible in captur-
ing well the characteristics of EVN traffic series and give reasonable forecasting 
results. Also, they showed in situations that the volatility is not necessary to be 
taken into account, i.e. short-term prediction, the multiplicative seasonal 
ARIMA/GARCH model still acts well with the GARCH parameters adjusted to 
(0, 0) [12]. Using lagged GDP growth from other African countries, Eersel 
(2019) forecasted Ghana’s GDP growth using a hybrid of factor-methods and 
machine learning shrinkage methods. They concluded that using lags from dif-
ferent countries as predictors can aid in the development of a good forecasting 
model, and the hybrid model predicts Ghana’s GDP growth more accurately 
[13]. In the domain of demand forecasting, one is frequently confronted with 
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data that is sporadic, intermittent, or bursty in nature which breach primary as-
sumptions of many traditional techniques such as Gaussian errors, time series 
stationarity, or homoscedasticity [7]. 

In this paper, we use the ARIMA-GARCH model to forecast Ghana’s GDP. 
The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) with Generalized Au-
toregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model is simply a com-
bination of the linear ARIMA and the non-linear GARCH timeseries. ARIMA 
models are popular forecasting methods with numerous applications in finance. 
For example, future returns can be predicted using a linear combination of past 
returns and residuals. Unfortunately, when the variance of returns changes over 
time, this family of models encounters difficulties. This is a fairly common oc-
currence known as conditional variance or volatility clustering. Fortunately, 
another group of models, the ARCH and GARCH models, can model this irre-
gularity. In practice, both types of models are thus combined to optimize fore-
casting performance [14]. 

Hence, now that we know this combination can be used to model heterosce-
dasticity and improve forecast performance, we are interested in applying this 
technique to forecast Ghana’s GDP. We would also want to know if there is indeed 
the issue of conditional variance/heteroscedasticity after using only ARIMA model 
and if the implementation of the GARCH model will indeed take care of this ir-
regularity and improve our forecasts. 

To accomplish this, we go through the steps involved in fitting an ARIMA mod-
el, followed by fitting a GARCH model to the residuals. This allows the capturing 
of irregularities in terms of Heteroscedasticity over time. Next, we will apply our 
models to predict Ghana’s GDP for the period 2020 to 2029. We will also compare 
our forecast values to that of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

2. Methodology 

The data used in this paper, is a secondary data acquired from the World Bank. 
The analysis was carried out using 40 annual observations of the GDP (current 
US$) data for the period 1980 to 2019. 

2.1. The ARIMA Model 

The steps involved in fitting the ARIMA model in this paper were taken from 
[15] and [9]. The Box-Jenkins model is based on two assumptions of the data: 
stationarity of the autoregressive (AR) model and invertibility of the moving av-
erage (MA). 

2.1.1. Stationarity of the AR Models 
The parameters of an AR (p) process 1 2, , , pφ φ φ

, that is, an order p Autore-
gressive model is given as 

1 1t t p t p tz z z aφ φ− −= + ⋅⋅⋅ + +                       (1) 

or 
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( ) ( )11 p
p t t tB B z B z aφ φ φ− − − = = 

                 (2) 

For the process to be stationary, certain conditions must be met. For illustra-
tion, consider the AR (1) process 

( )11 t tB z aφ− =                         (3) 

could be written as 

( ) 1
1 1

0
1 j

t t t j
j

z B a aφ φ
∞

−
−

=

= − = ∑                    (4) 

given that the right-hand infinite series converges in a meaningful way. Hence, 

( ) ( ) 1
1 1

0
1 j j

j
B B Bψ φ φ

∞
−

=

= − = ∑                    (5) 

(B) should converge for 1B ≤  in order for stationarity, or equivalently that 

10j φ∞

=
< ∞∑ . This implies for an AR (1) process, that the parameter 1φ  has to 

fulfill the condition 1 1φ <  to guarantee stationarity. Since the root of 11 0Bφ− =  
is 1

1B φ−= , to put it another way, this condition is the same as declaring that the 
root of 11 0Bφ− =  must lie outside the unit circle. 

The overall AR (p) process ( ) t tB z aφ =  can be written as 

( ) ( )1

0
t t t j t j

j
z B a B a aφ ψ ψ

∞
−

−
=

= = = ∑                 (6) 

assuming that the expression on the right-side is convergent. Using the factorization 

( ) ( )( ) ( )1 21 1 1 pB G B G B G Bφ = − − −

 
where the roots of (B) = 0 are 1 1

1 , , pG G− −
  and by expanding ( )1 Bθ −  in par-

tial fractions yield 

( )1

1 1

p
i

t t t
i i

K
z B a a

G B
φ−

=

= =
−∑                    (7) 

As a result, if for 1B ≤ , ( ) ( )1B Bψ φ−=  is to be a convergent series, mean-
ing, if the weights p j

j i ii K Gψ = ∑  are going to be entirely summable for the AR 
(p) process to be stationary, then we must have 1iG < , for 1, ,i p=  . Alter-
natively, the roots of the ( )=0Bφ  must lie outside the unit circle. The roots of 
the equation ( )=0Bφ  may be known as the zeros of the polynomial ( )Bφ . 
Hence, the zeros of ( )Bφ  should lie outside of the unit circle, in order for sta-
tionarity to be reached. 

2.1.2. Invertibility of MA 
A time series { }tz  can be said to follow a q order moving average process 
which is denoted by MA (q) if it can be expressed as 

1 1 2 2t t t t q t qz a a a aθ θ θ− − −= + + + +


                (8) 

where q is the lag in the moving average, ( 1 2, , , qθ θ θ
); 0θ ≠  are the constants 

and ta  is believed to be white noise with zero mean and variance δ2. The MA 
process is always stationary for any value of ( 1 2, , , qθ θ θ

). Using the back shift 
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operator, it is possible to write equation (8) as ( )t tz B aθ=  where  
( ) 2

1 21 q
qB B B Bθ θ θ θ= + + + +  is the moving average operator or polynomial. 

We derive the invertibility condition for the MA (p) model by going through 
the same steps as that of the AR (p). This gives us the invertibility condition as: 
MA (q) model is said to be invertible if and only if 1jθ <  for all j. 

A process tz  is considered to be an autoregressive integrated moving aver-
age (ARIMA (p, d, q)) process if 

( )1 dd
t tz B z∆ = −                         (9) 

is ARMA (p, q) process. d is a non-negative integer representing the differencing 
order. 

It is possible to write the ARIMA model using the back shift operator as 
( )( ) ( )1 d

t tB B z B aφ θ− = . 
We go through the four major steps which involves model identification, pa-

rameter estimation, diagnostic checking and lastly, model use (or forecasting). 

2.2. Model Identification 

The rough methods used on a set of data in order to suggest the type of model 
that should be investigated further are called Identification methods. The main 
goal here is to gain certain information of the values of p, d, and q required in 
the overall linear ARIMA model, as well as gain preliminary parameter esti-
mates. This stage entails testing the data for stationarity and seasonality, as well 
as determining the order of the model’s p, d, and q components. We used the 
ACF and PACF plots, as well as the unit root test known as the Augmented 
Dickey-fuller (ADF) test, in testing for stationarity. The ADF test employs the 
unit root test to determine whether or not differencing is required. The fitted 
ARIMA model is given as 

1 1

p q

t i t i j t j t
i j

z z a aµ φ θ− −
= =

∇ = + + +∑ ∑  , ( )2~ 0,ta WN δ          (10) 

The test hypothesis of the ADF is that 
H0: assumes the presence of unit root i.e., the model is not stationary. 
H1: the model is stationary. 
If the data is not stationary, it must be differenced before the integrated (I (d)) 

component of the Box-Jenkins model can be introduced. If there are some spikes 
(at regular intervals) in the time plot, the model has a seasonal component. We 
need to look at the ACF plot to see if there is a seasonal component to the data. If 
there exist some spikes at regular intervals or lags, then the data contains a season-
al component. We can fix this by taking a moving average of one on the raw data. 

2.3. Estimation of Parameters 

This step has to do with estimating the parameters identified in the ARIMA (p, 
d, q) model. We can do this by studying the sample autocorrelation function 
(SACF) and the sample partial autocorrelation function (SPACF) correlogram. 
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That is, the correlogram of the differenced data in the case of non-stationarity. 
Whenever p = 0 and q > 0, the SACF shuts off after lag q and the PACF tails off, 
indicating the order of the MA component. An MA term is technically the lag 
forecast error. Therefore, the series might be over differenced, if the SACF cuts 
off after lag q or the SACF at lag 1 is negative. We can correct this by introduc-
ing an additional MA component and the significant number of lags in the 
SACF suggests the q-order (which controls the effect of past residuals on the 
current value). 

Furthermore, whenever p > 0 and q = 0, the SPACF shuts off after lag p whe-
reas the SACF tails off. As a result, if the SPACF shuts off after lag p or the SACF 
at lag 1 is positive, then the series may be under differenced. It can be corrected 
by introducing an additional AR component and the significant number of lags 
in the SPACF specifies the order of p (which controls the effect of past values on 
present value). We can rectify any autocorrelation in a stationarized series by 
adding enough AR terms. Although this method gives a fair idea on the possible 
order for the ARIMA (p, d, q) model, the best order is selected by checking for 
the model with the least AIC, AICc or BIC value. 

2.4. Diagnostic Testing of the Model 

After identifying the model and estimating the parameters, we apply diagnostic 
checks to the fitted model to see how good it is. 

The Box-Jenkins model diagnostics are based on the assumption that a good 
model should have a stationary error term that follows a white noise process. 
When these requirements are met, the model can be used to make predictions. If 
not, we fit another model. The residual time plot is used to test for stationarity. 
The test for the independence and identical distribution (white noise) is done by 
studying the behavior of the SACF and SPACF of the residuals and the 
Ljung-Box Test. The Ljung-Box test is given as: 𝑄𝑄* = (𝑇𝑇 + 2) ∑ (T − k) h −1 k = 1 
ρk 2, where h is the maximum lag under consideration, T denotes the number of 
observations and k is the number of model parameters. The test is to check if the 
first h autocorrelation coefficients differ from that which is expected from the 
error terms. A high Q* value indicates that the correlation did not come from a 
white noise series. The assumption here is that, if Q* follows the Chi-square dis-
tribution, then correlation was obtained from a white noise process. That is 
Q*~χ2 with (h-k) degrees of freedom. 

The hypothesis is given as follows: H0: The error terms are i.d.d random va-
riables, and H1: The error terms are not i.d.d random variables. If we realize that 
the model does not follow the white noise process, then a new model is required 
instead of making forecast with the old one. The normal Q-Q plot is used to test 
the white noise component and the normality assumption. 

2.5. The GARCH Model 

Reference [16] describes a development of the ARCH model that integrates an 
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MA component together with the AR component as a Generalized Autoregres-
sive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH). According to [17], a time series 
{ }t∈  is given at each instance by: 

t t twσ∈ =                           (11) 

where { }tw  is discrete white noise, with zero mean and unit variance, and 2
tσ  

is given by: 

2 2 2
0

1 1

q p

t i t i j t j
i j

σ α α β σ− −
= =

= + ∈ +∑ ∑
 

where iα  and jβ  are the model parameters. 
We say that { }t∈  is a GARCH model of order p, q (where the order of the 

GARCH terms σ2 is p and q is the order of the ARCH terms 2∈ ). 
Hence from [15], combining the two models gives the ARIMA-GARCH mod-

el expressed as 

1 1

p q

t i t i j t j t
i j

z zµ φ θ− −
= =

= + + ∈ +∈∑ ∑  , ( )2~ 0,t WN δ∈          (12) 

where t∈  and 2
tσ  are given above. 

Here, the GARCH model is fitted on the residuals of the ARIMA model in-
stead of the GDP. The initial p and q GARCH parameters should be separately 
estimated and compared to the ARIMA parameters. The autocorrelation func-
tion and partial autocorrelation function can also be used in determining the 
order of the GARCH parameters, however, in most cases, these orders are not 
quite precise [10]. According to [18] [19], it is adequate for capturing the per-
formance of the variance by setting the order of p and q to 1. 

3. Implementation of the Arima-Garch Method on the Data 
3.1. Model Identification 

The time plot in Figure 1 shows our time series data is not stationary and shows 
an upward trend. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the ACF and PACF plots. The 
p-value for the ADF test is 0.9814 which is greater than the significant level 
(0.05) and confirms the non-stationarity of the data. For this data, stationarity is 
attained with three orders of differencing (p-value for ADF of difference 3 is 
0.0007). But the lag in the ACF plot goes into the far negative zone fairly quick 
for the 3rd differencing, which is an indication, the series might have been over 
differenced. Therefore, we deliberately select the second order of differencing 
although the series is not perfectly stationary (weak stationarity). This implies 
the ARIMA (p, d, q) model will be ARIMA (p, 2, q), with 2 representing the dif-
ference of order 2. 

3.2. Parameter Estimation 

Figures 4(a)-(c) show the time plot, ACF and PACF plots for the 2nd order dif-
ferencing of the GDP data. From the ACF plot, we can note that at lag 1 the ACF 
is significant and we can fit an MA (1) term. The first 2 lags in the PACF plot are 
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also significant, the significance level shuts off suddenly after this and then 
surges again. Hence, to maintain a simple model, we can fit an AR (2) term. 
Thus, the ARIMA (p, d, q) could be a candidate model where p = 2, d = 2, q = 1  

 

 
Figure 1. Time plot of GDP data. 

 

 

Figure 2. Acf plot of GDP data. 
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Figure 3. Pacf plot of GDP data. 
 

 
Figure 4. 2nd order differencing of GDP data. 

 
giving an ARIMA (2, 2, 1) model. However, we need to select the optimal model 
by applying different possible ARIMA (p, 2, q) models to check for the order 
with the least AIC. 
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We implement the auto-arima function which uses a stepwise approach to 
automatically extract the best ARMA (p, q) parameters, and by comparing AIC 
scores, selects the model that has the least AIC value as the best. This gave the 
best model as ARIMA (2, 2, 2) with the AIC of 1807.540 from combinations of p 
= (0 to 3) and q = (0 to 3). The output results of the ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model is 
displayed in Table 1. 

3.3. Diagnostics Test of the Found Model 

Figures 5(a)-(e) show the residual plot of the ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model, the histo-
gram (density plot), the normal Q-Q plot, the Correlogram (ACF plot) and 
PACF plot of the residuals respectively. It can be seen from the standardized re-
sidual that the residual errors seem to alternate around a zero mean and shows 
non-uniform variance/heteroscedasticity. The normality assumption as seen in 
the histogram shows that kde line follows the N (0, 1) line, suggesting the resi-
duals are normally distributed. It can be seen from the normal Q-Q plot that not 
all the dots fall in line. The Correlogram in 5 (d) shows the residual errors are 
not autocorrelated, also the PACF plot shows the coefficients lying within the 
significance region. We can say that the error terms are independent identically 
distributed based on these lags. However, we use the Ljung-Box test also known 
as the modified Box-Pierce test to ensure our model meets the assumption that 
the residuals are white noise (i.i.d). The result from the test gave a p-value of 
1.00 which is above 0.05 hence, we fail to not accept the null hypothesis and 
conclude the errors are white noise. 

We can see our model is heteroscedastic, but not necessarily a bad one. Hence, 
we want to remove the dependence of the error variance on time so as to get a  

 
Table 1. Output result of ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model. 

Dep. Variable: y 
 

No. Observations: 40 

Model: SARIMAX (2, 2, 2) Log Likelihood −898.770 

AIC 1807.540 
 

BIC 1815.727 

HQIC 1810.453 
   

Variable coef std err z P-value 

ar.L1 −1.1055 0.102 −10.823 0.000 

ar.L2 −0.3411 0.191 −1.78 0.074 

ma.L1 0.1244 0.210 0.592 0.554 

ma.L2 −0.8445 0.247 −3.413 0.001 

sigma2 2.103e+19 5.93e−20 3.55e+38 0.000 

Ljung-Box (Q): 11.77 
 

Jarque-Bera (JB): 35.58 

Prob (Q): 1.00 
 

Prob (JB): 0.00 

Heteroskedasticity (H): 44.66 
 

Skew: 0.63 

Prob (H) (two-sided): 0.00 
 

Kurtosis: 7.57 
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Figure 5. Diagnostics of the ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model. 

 

better model. The residuals of our ARIMA model were fitted with a GARCH (1, 
1) model and the results are shown in Table 2. The interpretations of our 
GARCH model results are taken from [20]. The beta coefficient was 0.6985 
which is close to 1 but a little lower. This is good because it is basically our MA 
term, so in terms of volatility of our model, we want beta to be less than 1 in ab-
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solute terms. A large β value causes σ (t) to be highly correlated with σ2 (t − 1) 
resulting in the conditional standard deviation process having a relatively 
long-term persistence. The coefficient of omega was 1.8361e+18, this is the base-
line variance for the model. The standard deviation of the GDP would be the 
square-root of omega. According to this coefficient, the standard deviation 
should be around 1,355,027,674.99 per year. The alpha coefficient was also 
0.3015, which indicates how much volatility from the previous period will be 
carried over into the next period. Adding this to our beta coefficient gives a 
number of exactly 1.00, giving us a random walk model. 

We expect our GDP will be about 561,920,000 US$ per year as indicated by 
the mu coefficient. 

3.4. Forecasting with Our ARIMA-GARCH Model 

The final forecast equation of our ARIMA-GARCH model is given in Equation 
(12). 

Figure 6 shows the plot of the fitted ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model against the ob-
served data. Figure 7 and Table 3 show the forecast values of Ghana’s GDP for 
the next 10 years, using our ARIMA (2, 2, 2) model. The table also includes the 
lower and upper values for 95% confidence interval. This shows an increase in 
the GDP current value of Ghana. 

After fitting the GARCH (1, 1) model on the residuals of our ARIMA model, 
our final ARIMA-GARCH forecast is shown in Figure 8. Table 4 shows the 
ARIMA-GARCH forecast values and also the forecast values of the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF). Our ARIMA-GARCH model predicted the GDP for the 
year 2020 to be 73,856,010,000, which can be compared to the actual GDP re-
leased by the World Bank for 2020 which was 72,354,428,865. 

 
Table 2. Constant Mean-GARCH Model Results. 

Dep. Variable: 0     R-squared: 0.000 
Mean Model: Constant Mean  Adj. R-squared: 0.000 
Vol Model: GARCH    Log-Likelihood: −889.036 
Distribution: Normal    AIC: 1786.07 
Method: Maximum Likelihood  BIC: 1792.62 
No. Observations: 38     Df Model: 1 
Df Residuals: 37 

Mean Model 

Variable coef std err t P-value 

mu 5.6192e+08 1.109e+09 0.507 0.612 

Volatility Model 

Variable coef std err t P-value 

omega 1.8361e+18 3.758e+18 0.489 0.625 

alpha [1] 0.3015 0.308 0.980 0.327 

beta [1] 0.6985 0.483 1.448 0.148 
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Figure 6. Fitted values against observed data. 

 

 
Figure 7. ARIMA (2, 2, 2) forecast. 

 
Table 3. ARIMA forecast of Ghana’s GDP for ten years. 

Year Forecast Series Lower Series Upper Series 

2020 73,294,100,000 64,946,690,000 81,641,500,000 

2021 74,748,370,000 62,973,240,000 86,523,500,000 

2022 80,049,030,000 66,266,530,000 93,831,520,000 

2023 82,755,470,000 65,774,570,000 99,736,380,000 

2024 87,201,750,000 68,093,570,000 106,309,900,000 

2025 90,713,290,000 68,844,470,000 112,582,100,000 

2026 94,825,090,000 70,588,010,000 119,062,200,000 

2027 98,716,310,000 71,870,330,000 125,562,300,000 

2028 102,792,200,000 73,427,560,000 132,156,900,000 

2029 106,873,000,000 74,898,710,000 138,847,200,000 
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Figure 8. ARIMA-GARCH forecast. 
 

Table 4. ARIMA-GARCH forecasts versus IMF forecasts. 

Year Forecast IMF Forecast 

2017 61,805,770,000 60,385,000,000 

2018 67,994,920,000 67,259,000,000 

2019 72,798,710,000 68,353,000,000 

2020 73,856,010,000 68,498,000,000 

2021 75,310,280,000 75,487,000,000 

2022 80,610,940,000 82,018,000,000 

2023 83,317,390,000 87,736,000,000 

2024 87,763,660,000 94,045,000,000 

2025 91,275,200,000 101,028,000,000 

2026 95,387,010,000 108,370,000,000 

2027 99,278,220,000  

2028 103,354,200,000  

2029 107,434,900,000  

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we implemented the ARIMA-GARCH model for forecasting the 
GDP of Ghana. It is observed that the residuals of our fitted ARIMA (2, 2, 2) 
model show heteroscedasticity and therefore, we incorporate a GARCH (1, 1) 
model in order to capture these changes in variance over time. From this study, 
we can conclude that the ARIMA-GARCH model is effective in removing the 
error variance and improving forecasts. In terms of performance, the results 
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show that the combined model outperforms the classic ARIMA model. The re-
sults of this study show that the GDP of Ghana follows a random walk and will 
continue to increase for the next 10 years. The model predicts that by 2029, 
Ghana’s GDP would be approximately 107,434,900,000 US dollars. 

This introduction of non-linear time series was due to the data’s bursty proper-
ty; within the theory of statistics, if a time series exhibits bursty behavior, then its 
variance changes with time. However, its prediction methodology is not as straight 
forward and also determining its prediction accuracy is a challenge. Further re-
search might investigate the efficiency and accuracy of the ARIMA-GARCH mod-
el. 

Moreover, as seen in past years (years of dip), we can say there is the likelih-
ood of the GDP of Ghana being affected by some unpredicted circumstances in 
the future. In general, the model’s prediction result conforms to the actual situa-
tion and trend of Ghana’s economic development. More information on how to 
deal with the effects of these events such as the covid situation and the fall in 
global fuel prices, would help us to establish a greater degree of accuracy on the 
matter. As a result, certain measures can be taken to make up for such instances, 
so that the economy will not be too affected causing major dips which may in 
turn affect the growth rate. 
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